SACRED BUFO ALVARIUS MEDICINE & HEALING CEREMONY
WITH SHAMAN : + $200 USD (optional add on treatment)

The ancient mesoamerican &
indigenous people's of Mexico have
been using this healing ceremony
for thousands of years to facilitate
inner healing, soul evolving, as well
as to break free from disease, and
traumas.
Join our team for a truly
transformational experience that
will psychedelically take you to
higher stages of consciousness,
emotionally and physically
renewing and cleansing you.

The basic Benefits of the Bufo Toad
medicine include: liberation of years of
accumulated stress; dissolution of
unconscious cellular memory that can
provoke addictions compulsions
psychosomatic diseases and suffering;
dissolution of the ego; relief of pain;
sense of general well being and the
reconnection to the universal collective
consciousness where you realize that
everything is interconnected through
love and unity.
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Bufo Alvarius is the scientific name of a toad
which finds his residence in the beautiful
deserts of mexico.
The toad supplies a certain form of sweat that
contains a percentage of 5meoDMT. A
substance known as the God or Spirit molecule
that our body naturally secretes out of the
pineal gland or spiritual third eye during the
birth and death transition. At the embryonic
stage of 10-12 weeks when the soul enters and when the soul leaves the physical
body.
For this reason 5meoDMT. activates a process of rebirth, in which the soul
reconnects and where body, mind and spirit receive a reset.

What is the ceremony like?
It is common to experience a process of
rebirth, oneness with the universe, ecstasy,
illumination, and serenity. With an
incredible efficiency it liberates and
resolves blockages, suppressed anger and
sadness.
In this life changing experience the shaman
will administer the non addictive, 100%
natural, Bufo alvarius extracted medicine
to each participant in our group, uniquely
and individually, one at a time.
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Every ceremony is different. Depending on the state of consciousness or
accumulated intoxication, a participant can experience some of the
following sensations during the ritual climax:
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Massive liberation of accumulated stress
Connection with Consciousness
Experience of non-duality
Sensation of oneness with all that is
Dissolution of unconscious or repressed cellular memories which may
create addictions, compulsions, psychosomatic illnesses , mania’s and
suffering
Sensation of the body exploding in millions of particles
Partial or total disconnection of physical or visual reality
Fusion with Presence, to be completely in the Now
Sensation of being launched into the void at high velocity
The reconstruction of synaptic networks in your brain
Liberation of emotions and feelings
Disconnection of the ego as principal player and lack of egoic control

This healing ceremony takes place on the beach
facing the water. The shaman and practitioner of
the sacred medicine will chant and guide you
through your journey. This usually takes 20-30
minutes per personal session.
Please note this is not for people who have taken
anti depression medication in the past 3 months.
This is an intense ritual that can and should only
be done by an experienced practitioner or shaman
trained in this field.

Join us for this once in a lifetime experience
of healing in the ancient culture of our
mesoamerican brother and sisters during
your complete renewal this year in Quintana
Roo, Mexico.
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